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Chapter 191 - Quick upgrade tasks 

  

“Okay.” Zhuojia said with Xia Yuwei and others. 

 

“I’m going to communicate with my subordinates now, and they are all online.” White Wolf stood up 

and said. 

 

“Let’s go too,” said bitter love for a long time. 

 

New players who join the guild are in a state of excitement. The chat in the guild channel has never 

stopped, and few people are offline. 

 

Zhuoju Qingren and Xia Yuwei and others got up to leave and gathered their men to discuss specific time 

arrangements. 

 

Different from the real world, each player in the game has different online time. Balancing this item 

requires a lot of effort. 

 

Lu Yang and everyone left, also left the abandoned house, and came to the Holy Light Cathedral on the 

south side of St. Gall. 

 

The cathedral is the most splendid building in the entire holy city, occupying one-fifth of the land in the 

south of the city, and the outer walls are brilliant. 

 



At the gate of the church, 24 knights of light are patrolling in front of the station wearing gold armor. 

Each knight is level 50. 

 

Cavaliers captain Piconas frowned and looked at Lu Yang who came over and asked, “Young man, I feel a 

strong murderous spirit in your body, what are you doing here?” 

 

Lu Yang removed his camouflage coat to reveal his big red name, and said piously, “I’m here to atone for 

sin.” 

 

“Damn it, guard, take me to this criminal.” Piconas yelled, pointing to the sun. 

 

The patrolling of 24 Holy Knights surrounded Lu Yang collectively, and the Holy Light appeared in the 

hands of Piconas. A handcuff made of golden light trapped Lu Yang’s hands. 

 

System Tip: You are sealed by the Light Shackles and cannot use magic skills 

 

“Damn, you have to confess your sins before God, until he forgives you, and send this person to a prison 

for sin.” Piconas ordered the two knights around him. 

 

According to the rules of the game, ordinary red-named players will be sent to the island of Corolla after 

their death, and they will be transmitted back to the city of St. Gall after the time expires. 

 

However, if a red-named player such as a murderer is dead, the place to be sent is the Sin prison of the 

Holy Light Cathedral. At that place, the player can only wait for the red-name time to end quietly, and 

such a player It often takes more than a week. 

 

However, the Sin Prison is not as simple as it can be seen. There is a hidden mission in it. Only the 

murderer can open it. 

 

exactly. 

 

Lu Yang killed more than 700 people, which meets the conditions of a mad murder. 



 

As the two soldiers entered a large, pure white building, this was the prison for divine crime. 

 

The walls inside the prison are also pure white. On the ground floor of the prison, there is a 10-yard-high 

idol. Below the idol, a female cleric with a European face wearing a white coat and golden long shawl is 

standing in prayer. 

 

“Great and benevolent Lord, please forgive me all my sins …” The clergyman prayed prayerfully in Mir. 

 

Lu Yang walked past Imir and asked, “I want to make atonement, what can I do for you.” 

 

Imir turned to look at Lu Yang and said, “There is a shelter below the temple. It was once designed by 

the ancient gods to protect humans from surviving in the demon war. I don’t know why. It became 

undead. Heaven, all living humans have become undead. “ 

 

“Your temple knights are so powerful, why not kill them.” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“An ancient enchantment is set up at the door. Only a murderer can enter, otherwise it will only be 

teleported to other places,” said Emil. 

 

“It looks like I’m eligible,” Lu Yang said. 

 

“This is not an ordinary task, and it may die. If you can’t complete it, I’m not sure where you can come 

out.” Ymir said. 

 

If the mission fails, they will still be trapped in the enchantment after death, and will not come out until 

the red name ends. 

 

“I accept the mission.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Imir stared at Landing Sun and said, “If you can accomplish this task, God will forgive all your sins 

before.” 



 

System prompt: You have accepted the task of killing undead 

 

The light of Imir’s hand flashed, and the light shackles of Lu Yang’s hand disappeared, saying, “Come 

with me, I will lead you to the bottom of the temple.” 

 

Along the spiral staircase of Dixin Prison, Lu Yang followed Yimir’s side and walked down about 100 

meters to the door of a bronze gate. 

 

The two Templar knights stood on both sides of the gate, and the intense murderous intentions 

continued to penetrate through the gate, making people feel creepy. 

 

“Open the door,” Ymir said. 

 

The knights on both sides opened the iron locks and opened the bronze door. A pure white 

enchantment appeared in front of Lu Yang. 

 

“This is the sanctuary,” said Ymir. 

 

“Wait for my good news.” Lu Yang waved into the enchantment. 

 

The screen flickered. 

 

Lu Yang appeared on a ground made of white magic steel. The ground was not wide, about 3 yards in 

size. On both sides of the ground were bottomless abyss. The top was dark. Only the magic steel ground 

was There are white crystals on the pillars of the size 5 on both sides. 

 

“Woo ~” A sharp hissing sound, and some sounds like the wind blowing across the valley from a 

distance. 

 

Lu Yang looked to the distance along the white magic steel ground. This magic steel ground suspended 

in space was not continuous, but each section of magic steel was about 30 yards long. 



 

At both ends of the magic steel ground, there is a one-person tall egg-shaped portal in white light. 

Players who want to walk from one magic steel ground to another magic steel ground need to pass 

through the portal. 

 

If you are a new player, you will be dizzy when you come here and you do n’t know how to go, but Lu 

Yang is different. In the previous life, this task has been thoroughly understood by players. There are 

tens of thousands of related strategies and cheats. Lu Yang is also here. I have improved the level and 

experienced it myself. 

 

In this map, there are no strange monster stone grounds like one-three-five, and even strange monster 

steel grounds like two-four-six are all strange. 

 

The monsters are all 20-level elites, and the experience is very high. However, if the melee players are 

less than 30, full of equipment, full of skills, full of gems and runes, they will be completely defeated. 

Only long-range occupations have the opportunity. 

 

Lu Yang walked to the portal of the first magic steel stone, and at this position, he could see the ground 

of the third magic steel stone. 

 

The escaped dagger flew in his hand, and Lu Yang’s blue light flickered, and he jumped onto the third 

magic steel stone. Under the third magic steel stone, he could just see the undead monster on the 

second magic steel stone. 

 

Ghost (elite) 

 

Level: 20 

 

Qi and blood: 50000/50000 

 

There are almost 100 ghosts in white soul state ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Wall of Fire “ 

 



The flames came out of Lu Yang’s hands, and the fire walls were released one by one. After a while, the 

second magic stone ground turned into a sea of fire. 

 

The ghost was unable to fly, trapped inside the sea of fire and only screamed in anger at the landing sun. 

 

Lu Yang’s magic damage is more than 600, plus 3 levels of fire wall damage, the ghost takes more than 

800 damage per second. 

 

For about 2 minutes, the ghosts howled and fell to the ground, and countless pure white souls flew out 

of the ghosts and floated to the top of the abyss. 

 

System prompt: You killed 1 ghost, 1/2000 

 

You have gained 2566 experience points (among which 234 are extra level fight experience) 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 192 - Cursed Emblem 

  

100 ghosts died one after another. Lu Yang looked at the experience bar and added 250,000 experience 

points. 

 

Players reach level 19 and need to experience 2.24 million to reach level 20. Originally this was a very 

difficult task, but in the shelter, as long as Lu Yang killed half of the monsters in this level, he could rise 

to level 20. . 

 

With a flash of white light, Lu Yang appeared on the second magic steel stone, and many of the 100 

ghosts dropped items after their death. 

 



A fiery red gem appeared in front of Lu Yang. 

 

Pure ruby 

 

Type: Jewellery 

 

If the player has learned jewellery cutting and has a drawing, you can cut pure rubies into flame gems 

and install them on the slotted equipment, adding 24 additional fire damage. 

 

“Good luck,” Lu Yang murmured to himself, and continued to kill. 

 

An hour later, Lu Yang successfully killed 1,000 undead, a flash of gold, and his level increased to 20. 

 

[Human Channel] Lu Yang: Level 20, growl! 

 

Terran channels are channels that players can use after level 20. All players after level 20 can no longer 

be limited to the barrier between the main cities and can connect across cities. 

 

In the previous life, when the player reached level 20, he would yell on the Terran Channel to celebrate. 

In this world, Lu Yang habitually sent the news, but he forgot that he was the first player in the whole 

service to reach level 20. . 

 

Lan Yu sent a message to Lu Yang: “Brother, that’s great.” 

 

Xia Yuwei: “It is indeed a master.” 

 

The turbid wine poured: “Great.” 

 

White wolf: “Boss, follow you PK later, you don’t bring a ring of resistance to fire.” 

 



… 

 

A large number of players inside the guild congratulated Lu Yang, and at the same time the morale 

inside the guild was even more vigorous. 

 

Jiang Ze sent a message and said, “Brother, you have a roar of countless players who want to join the 

guild and continue to be so public and cheer up.” 

 

Jianghuai said, “I’m also worried that you will be overtaken by the bosses of major guilds. I didn’t think 

you could find a place to upgrade quickly, so we can rest assured.” 

 

After the currency exchange was turned on, the presidents of major guilds such as Twilight, Hegemony, 

and Bloodthirsty have invested in purchasing various news in the game. Many rapid upgrade methods 

have been found out by the guild bosses. 

 

One of the fastest methods is an activity called the King’s Quest, which has a total of 300 rings. One ring 

gives more experience than the other. However, it takes 500 gold coins to run down. 

 

In the past two days, they are running this task. With the help of their elite players, the level of the late 

twilight has reached level 19. 

 

Bloodthirsty and domineering have also reached 18th level, and other bosses of various medium guilds 

such as Dark Ranger, Jianwu Sky, Death Breath, Soul Tremor have also reached 17th level. 

 

The presidents of the conferences thought that they could surpass Lu Yang in the short term, but 

suddenly Lu Yang’s voice made the presidents of the major guilds stunned. 

 

The old man at the twilight just returned to the king after completing a task, opened the ranking list and 

watched Lu Yang returning to the first place, frowned, and murmured, “How can this boy upgrade so 

fast.” 

 



Similarly, the leader of the Jianwu Cangqiang Guild Cangshan who returned to the king’s side also 

frowned, and sent a message to his subordinates, “Let the spies entering the Brother League check, 

where is Lu Yang to upgrade.” 

 

The prophet’s boss, the son of the god, snorted without a word, and sent a message to his brothers who 

entered the Brotherhood. 

 

… 

 

The presidents of hundreds of guilds in St. Gall have issued this order almost simultaneously. 

 

Shelter. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t know how big the impact of this voice was. At this moment, he was sorting out the gems 

in his backpack. 

 

1000 ghosts burst out of 12 pure rubies. These gems will allow him to cut out at least 24 flame gems. 

 

When there is a good slot equipment, all equipment is inlaid with flame gems, Lu Yang’s magic damage 

increased by more than 300. 

 

Drinking a bottle of magic recovery potion, Lu Yang looked at the time, it was almost 12 o’clock, and 

opted out of the game, Lu Yang took off his helmet. 

 

Han Zhong, Han Ying and others also quit the game. The family sat together and talked about the day, 

and returned to the room to rest. 

 

the next morning. 

 

Lu Yang returned to the game after exercising and took a look at the ranking list. The old man and the 

hegemon had just reached level 20. 

 



Bloodthirsty tyrants and black blood also chased to level 20, and the sons of God and Cangshan chased 

to level 19. 

 

Lu Yang understands that these people are competing with themselves for the top position on the 

ranking list, sneer and continue to kill the undead. 

 

It takes 2.36 million experience points to upgrade from level 20 to level 21. When Lu Yang killed the 

entrance to the second floor below the first floor, the golden light flashed to 21. 

 

With no interference from Fire Method players, the upgrade speed is unmatched by other professions. 

 

Entering the second floor of the sanctuary, a group of golden ghosts floated on the map. 

 

Golden Ghost (elite) 

 

Level: Level 20 

 

Qi and blood: 50000/50000 

 

The golden ghost magic resistance is 500 points, which is the nemesis of the mage players. However, Lu 

Yang has a level 2 demon heart and a level 30 weapon magic fire staff. Counting the skill damage is up to 

more than 800. Although killing the golden ghost is a little slower, Can still be killed. 

 

In 5 minutes, Lu Yang burned 100 golden ghosts on a magic steel stone, and a badge with a six-pointed 

star pattern fell to the ground. 

 

Cursed Badge (Dark Gold) 

 

Level: 20 

 

Constitution: +20 



 

Intelligence: +20 

 

Strength: +20 

 

Dexterity: +20 

 

Stamina: +20 

 

Effect: The control skills can be released instantly after use. 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes were surprised when he saw this badge. Players had only one piece of equipment before 

level 50 to be able to release the control skills, and the explosion rate of the badge was as low as 

unimaginable in the entire game. With so much luck, even this badge came out. 

 

It happened that Lu Yang didn’t have any accessories yet. He equipped the cursed badge and increased 

the damage by 20 points. 

 

Lan Yu sent a message: “Brother, who are you assigning to us, so powerful.” 

 

Lu Yang asked with a smile: “What’s wrong.” 

 

Lan Yu glanced at Xia Yuwei and looked at the “people who need them to be taken” by more than 40 Lu 

Yangs assigned to them. Lu Yang said: “Brother ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ They are so strong, we use You 

gave a copy of the strategy, and they thought it through after seeing it twice. When killing monsters, we 

didn’t need to teach them at all, and even I had a feeling of being beaten by them. “ 

 

The player Lu Yang assigned to Xia Yuwei is the most famous player he has heard of in the last 

generation, and it is not surprising that he can do this. 

 

“I still have no confidence to complete the task I have explained.” Lu Yang said. 



 

“Yes.” Lan Yu said cutely. 

 

The call came to an end, and the white wolf sent a message saying, “Boss, the brothers you sent us are 

too animalistic. They are fiercer than me. They are all believe in Chunchun. You can dare to order blood 

in free mode. Picking bosses can still fight for two minutes, these brothers are so appetizing. “ 

 

The White Lion said: “We have completed a 40-man copy. We thought it would take half a day. It was 

only 1 hour.” 

 

The 40-player copy of Level 20 was requested by Lu Yang to the White Lion and the Mud Wine, etc. This 

copy has the highest equipment output. 

 

Not long after, the dull wine and bitter love also sent messages one after another, and both finished the 

first copy. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 193 - Shelter Level 3 

  

There are a total of 186 20-level 40-person books around the city of St. Gall. All the play and card bug 

methods of these copies, and the specific requirements of each copy, Lu Yang all told Zhuo Jiu, Xia Yuwei 

and others in a detailed way. . 

 

The first copy took one hour to land reclamation and was successful, proving that the masters of the 

previous generation gathered together to produce a strong chemical reaction. After the cooperation 

became more and more tacit, these people played the copy faster. 

 

Lu Yang guessed that in less than ten days, the first batch of more than 200 people’s equipment could all 

be made up. 



 

After closing the dialog box, Lu Yang shifted his mind to the golden ghost in front of him. The monster 

on the second floor resisted high, but there was no threat to him. Lu Yang decided to speed up the 

upgrade. 

 

After releasing the fire wall on the 9th magic steel stone against the ghost in the 8th magic steel stone, 

Lu Yang flickered continuously to the 11th magic steel stone and continued to release the fire wall to the 

ghost of the 10th magic steel stone. Surgery. 

 

The 3rd level of fire wall burning time is up to 5 minutes, which can completely burn the ghost. Lu Yang 

does not need to wait in one place all the time. 

 

Outside world. 

 

The old man who woke up at noon was proud to think that he must surpass Lu Yang today. However, 

when he just put on his helmet, he found that Lu Yang’s level reached 21. 

 

Not only that, within two hours, Lu Yang rose to level 22, and after another two hours, Lu Yang rushed 

to level 23. 

 

… 

 

Until the evening, Lu Yang rose to the 25th level, but the twilight elderly and the bosses of the major 

guilds only chased the 23rd level. 

 

Shelter on three levels. 

 

Lu Yang was in contact with Zhuojiu, Xia Yuwei and others while he was recovering. After the running-in 

of this day, the fastest Zhuojiu brought the team to 6 copies of 40 people and obtained more than 20 

silver-level equipment. , More than 30 pieces of black iron-level equipment. 

 

“With the equipment, we can make copies faster. It is estimated that in another 5 days, we can 

complete the task ahead of time, and there will be a lot of additional equipment.” Zhuo Jiu Qing said. 



 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t be careless, try to get as much equipment as possible. When the war starts, once 

you lose and lose your equipment, the combat effectiveness will drop a lot.” 

 

Bloodthirsty Domineering is an example. If both Bloodthirsty Domineering and Black Blood were fully 

equipped in the last war, it would not be possible to be quickly defeated by the male domineering and 

twilight. 

 

Zhuojiu nodded his head and said, “Then we will make another copy, and it should be completed within 

ten days.” 

 

Jiang Ze asked: “When can the guild open the points system? Now there are more than 70,000 players in 

the gang, many of whom are around level 8, and they want to use the points to redeem the blood tooth 

set we hit.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Let the guild players collect a lot of ordinary gems, all gems are required, a gem is 

exchanged for 10 points, and 100 points reward a blood tooth piece.” 

 

“Not enough. It won’t change in a few days. There is still too little stuff in another guild warehouse. 

Many people complain that there is nothing to change.” Jiang Ze said. 

 

There are 7 occupations that can be selected. Only the thief’s level 10 blood braces can be obtained in 

the guild warehouse. Other parts that burst out from the hands of the black blood are not very 

attractive to non-thief professional players. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Tell them that after 5 days, there will be a large number of level 10 professional suits in 

the guild warehouse.” 

 

In three days, Lu Yang can reach level 30, and by the time he reaches level 30, he can get what he needs 

urgently. 

 

“OK.” Jiang Ze said. 

 



After explaining a few words to everyone, Lu Yang closed the dialog box, and the magic value was 

completely restored. Lu Yang continued to kill. 

 

The strange creature on the third floor of the shelter is the winged blue ghost. 

 

Cyan Ghost (Elite) 

 

Level: 25 

 

Qi and blood: 70000/70000 

 

Like the first and second floors, the three-story map is still composed of pieces of magic steel suspended 

in midair. The blue ghost has wings and can fly in the air. Lu Yang can no longer use monsters to fight 

monsters. 

 

However, a master from the previous life posted a video, which happened to be a good record for Lu 

Yang. 

 

After moving his body, Lu Yang escaped the dagger and shook his hand, and released a Pyroblast on the 

third magic steel stone against the blue ghost on the second magic steel stone. 

 

100 wandering cyan ghosts set their sights on Lu Yang at the same time, all made a howling sound, 

spread their wings and flew towards the landing sun. 

 

Lu Yang’s feet burst into flames, and launched his skills to the end of the third magic steel stone. His 

white light flashed on the fifth magic steel stone. Pyroblast hit the fourth magic steel. Green ghost on 

the stone. 

 

When Lu Yang and other 200 blue ghosts were about to run in front of them, they walked into the portal 

of the third magic steel stone and entered the fourth magic steel stone. 

 



200 green ghosts chased after Lu Yang waited for them to come in front of them and just escaped the 

dagger cool-down time, returned to the fifth magic steel stone, escaped the dagger and flung to the 

sixth magic stone. 

 

… 

 

After 15 minutes, Lu Yang followed more than 1,000 cyan ghosts. At this time, a large piece of magic 

steel ground appeared in front of him, his body flashed white, and Lu Yang fell on the ground. 

 

This place is regarded as the edge of the center of the sanctuary. The previous one, two, and three 

layers of fragmented magic steel stones have fallen from here. 

 

Looking into the distance, the white magic steel land cannot see the end at all, and on the ground, there 

are blue ghosts everywhere. 

 

Lu Yang glanced back at more than a thousand ghosts chasing after him, and continued to run towards 

the front. The green ghosts along the way found Lu Yang chasing after them. 

 

The blazing speed is cooling down ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Cyan ghost quickly caught up with Lu Yang, 

just as Lu Yang was about to be swallowed by more than 1,000 cyan ghosts behind him, a blue light pool 

appeared in front of the left . 

 

The pool is 20 yards long and wide, there is no spring water, only dark blue strange liquid, and there are 

countless cyan ghost bodies around the pool. 

 

In the pool, you can also see the blue ghost kept intact in the middle of the pool. In the middle of the 

pool, there is a 1-square-square pure white magic steel stone. 

 

Lu Yang flung the escape dagger in his hand, and the escape dagger in blue light passed through the pool 

and landed on the top of the magic steel stone. The light flashed, and Lu Yang appeared on the magic 

steel stone. 

 



More than a thousand cyan ghosts rushed towards the pool at once, but when they approached the 

pool, none of them dared to fly over the pool, staying at the edge of the pool and staring closely at the 

landing sun. 

 

Lu Yang sneered, the words in his mouth were read, and a series of fire walls fell at the feet of the blue 

ghost group. 

 

More than 500 injuries arose from the head of the cyan ghost, but they would rather take the injury 

rather than go into the pool. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 194 - Thirty 

  

In the last life, “Second World” officially launched a game history biography novel, detailing the 

structure and historical story of “Second World”. 

 

One of them is a detailed explanation of the sanctuary. In ancient times, the war of the gods and the 

various ethnic groups on the planet attacked. 

 

The victor often kills the loser. The **** of the starry sky defeats. In order to protect the believer from 

being killed, he created a special space in the endless starry sky with his god’s eyes for his believers to 

live in. This space is a shelter. 

 

Later, the **** of the starry sky was severely hit and fell asleep, and the connection point between the 

sanctuary and the outside world disappeared. The believers of the **** of the sky wanted to go out and 

find out. A space node was dug out without permission, causing the ghosts of the alien space to invade. 

Killed. 

 

Countless ghosts occupy the space of the sanctuary, but the only place these ghosts dare not go is the 

place where the sanctuary originated-God’s Eye. 



 

God’s Eye is extremely harmful to any non-sanctuary creature. Therefore, as long as it flashes on this 

magic steel stone in the middle of God’s Eye, you can avoid the ghost’s pursuit. 

 

In the last life, after a player posted a clearance video, countless players challenged this method of 

pulling monsters. Lu Yang learned this trick for a long time. In this life, he used it again without any 

stagnation. 

 

System prompt: you have gained 2966 experience 

 

… 

 

A series of experience hints that allowed Lu Yang’s experience bar to grow rapidly. Not long after, Lu 

Yang’s golden light flashed to level 26. 

 

There are 4,000 monsters on the third floor of the shelter. Lu Yang jumped out of the eye with an escape 

dagger and continued to pull monsters to kill the enemy in the same way as before. 

 

Just when Lu Yang returned to the center of God’s Eye with the second wave of ghosts, Jiang Ze called. 

 

“Brother, something big is happening, we’re afraid we need to prepare in advance.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What’s wrong.” 

 

“Show you a video.” Jiang Ze sent a video link, Lu Yang clicked on the link, and a low-light display 

appeared in front of him. 

 

“Kill ~!” The roar rang, and a European player holding a two-handed Tomahawk led a squad of 300 

people towards the side of the tens of thousands of warring parties on both sides. 

 

A blood-red light lit up, and 100 players blocked in front of the two-handed Tomahawk player were 

instantly hanged. 



 

“Russian war emperor, now get the heart of God of War?” Lu Yang frowned. 

 

The second picture. 

 

An elf player from Europe and the United States stood on a high mountain, a purple streamer was pulled 

across the full moon, and a **** paladin 1,000 yards away was instantly killed in the ground. 

 

“The Luna of Scotland has gained the heart of the Luna as in the previous life,” Lu Yang said. 

 

The third screen. 

 

Lu Yang incarnates a 5-yard-high flame demon, fire storms, and flaming birds and other skills are 

released, breaking down the top 200 thieves of the Bloodthirsty League. 

 

“Where did this video come from?” Lu Yang asked frowning. 

 

Jiang Ze said with a bitter smile: “This is the official promotion video. Starting tomorrow afternoon, this 

advertisement will be placed in many world-renowned locations such as Times Square in New York, 

Tower Bridge in London, and Champs-Elysees in France. There are TV, movies, videos and all electronic 

media, you are famous. “ 

 

“Officials pit me.” Lu Yang took a long breath and said, “Blood-thirsty Batian must see this video with his 

life.” 

 

Jiang Ze said: “That’s exactly what we need to prepare in advance.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Do your best to restrain your men. These days, you must not have a big conflict with 

Bloodlust, and I will wait until I return.” 

 

The tree wants to be calm and windless. 



 

While Lu Yang and Jiang Ze were discussing how to avoid conflicts with Bloodthirsty Bully, the escalating 

Bloodthirsty Bully had fallen into rage. 

 

Facing Ye Guxing, Yuxue Bawang and others, Bloodthirsty Batian’s face was gloomy like a thunderstorm. 

 

“From today on, order all members to hunt down all brother league players, not only in the novice 

village, but also in the various upgrade maps and copies of the door. Seeing one kills one and kills one 

rewards 1 guild point.” 

 

“Yes.” The Yuba Xia immediately conveyed the order. 

 

Players of the Bloodthirsty League have a hatred with Lu Yang. The main force joining the Luyang Guild is 

the Sanctuary and ordinary players who are hostile to them. If it was not for the Bloodthirsty 

Domineering, they would have been fighting for the fisherman’s profit. Already. 

 

With the order now, nearly 30,000 players in the Bloodlust League started hunting down their brothers 

on various maps. 

 

field. 

 

A group of brother league players are playing monsters, and suddenly hundreds of bloodthirsty people 

emerge. 

 

The equipment gap between the two sides is large, and the players of the brothers were killed without 

insisting for 1 minute. 

 

Guild Channel. 

 

Yuerufeng: Brothers, bloodthirsty people who killed us outside, did anyone come and fight with them. 

 

Scorching sun: We were also attacked, and more than 20 people died. 



 

Zeroing out: Hundreds of bloodthirsty people have emerged from Xinshou Village, and we have suffered 

heavy losses. 

 

… 

 

Countless bad news was refreshed on the guild channel, and white wolves and muddy wine dumplings 

who were making copies frowned. 

 

When the White Wolf was about to speak, Jiang Ze sent a message saying: “All players don’t have a 

direct conflict with the Bloodlust Alliance for the time being, the boss said, all players temporarily enter 

the copy to upgrade to play gems, a gem 10 points Guild points, five days later, the boss It will give 

priority to players with high guild points to special maps to quickly upgrade the level. “ 

 

Jianghuai said: “Although we have a large number of people, we are not as strong as the Bloodlust 

Alliance. The lessons of the scattered groups are ahead. If we fight against the bloodthirsty people in this 

way, our guild will definitely be beaten down. The equipment that everyone has hit hard will be lost. It is 

even more likely that you will drop the grade, bear with me, wait for the boss to arrange everything. “ 

 

The lessons of the scattered groups are extremely profound for everyone. Hundreds of thousands of 

scattered groups have been destroyed, not to mention their incompletely equipped scattered groups 

have lost their troops. 

 

Guild Channel. 

 

Yue Rufeng said: Listen to the boss, this hatred is forbeared for the time being, we hit the gem to get the 

guild points. 

 

Mi Zero said: All go to the copy, the boss can maintain the first advantage of the ranking list for a month, 

there must be a unique upgrade location, we first upgrade, and then find them revenge. 

 

… 

 



The desire of the killed Brother League players to upgrade temporarily offset the hatred ~ 

www.mtlnovel.com ~ a disaster, and was thus resolved. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the news from the Guild Channel and took a long breath. He sent a message to Jiang 

Ze and Jianghuai and said, “I’ve done a good job. I’m working hard for you these days, and I’ll come out 

as soon as possible.” 

 

“Rest assured, we must do our best to prevent the conflict from happening,” Jiang Ze said. 

 

Lu Yang shouted, closed the dialog box, read the spell in his mouth, and a flame storm and a flaming bird 

fell on the fire wall, and the blue ghost in the fire wall dropped blood faster. 

 

Rankings. 

 

Lu Yang’s level continues to increase. 

 

27 

 

28 

 

29 

 

By the evening, Lu Yang’s golden light flashed to level 30, and he just cleared up all the ghosts in the 

shelter. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 195 - Desert Steel Beetle 



  

“Boss, you’re level 30.” Zhuoju poured a surprised expression. 

 

“Boss, you dumped the second Late Old Man by a full 5 levels.” White Wolf said excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang looked excited at the old man who was only 25 on the ranking list, and the male domineering 

and bloodthirsty who followed him at level 24. 

 

This unexpected level PK battle, he successfully maintained the top position in the rankings, shattering 

the opportunity of the twilight, the hegemony and other gang bosses want to destroy the prestige 

established in the hearts of casual players. 

 

The light flashed. 

 

Lu Yang returned to the prison for sin, and Ymir was standing in front of him with a look of surprise on 

his face. 

 

“You succeeded?” Imir asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “It should be, otherwise I won’t come out.” 

 

Yimir nodded with satisfaction, pointing Lu Yang with his hand, a pure white light fell on Lu Yang’s body, 

and the blood-red name disappeared without a trace. 

 

System prompt: You have been released from murder 

 

“Thank you,” Lu Yang said. 

 

Yimir took out a golden page from his backpack and handed it to Lu Yang. 

 



Drawing: Flame Gems 

 

Effect: Can cut a pure ruby into a flame gem 

 

Lu Yang took the drawing and said excitedly, “Thank you.” 

 

With this drawing, Lu Yang had a way to make flame gems. In the two days in the shelter, he hit more 

than 60 pure rubies. 

 

Clicking on the drawing, Lu Yang flew back to the St. Gall’s Square using the back to the city roll. At this 

moment, many new players suddenly appeared on the square. 

 

“It looks like this video has begun to work.” Lu Yang murmured, the official of the last generation also 

launched this video, but without him. 

 

If Lu Yang remembers correctly, the number of “Second World” players will exceed 600 million between 

today and the next three months. 

 

The most extreme reason why most players like to play games is because the game can use a very 

simple operation to complete many seemingly difficult tasks, such as killing. As long as you choose good 

skills, you can win the opponent with a set of tricks. Human head, is there any game that is faster and 

more enjoyable than this? 

 

Obviously not. 

 

“Second World” captures the psychology of players, coupled with promotional videos, the number of 

players has entered a crazy mode. 

 

Lu Yang maintained the number one position in the rankings. He is still the chairman of a guild. 

Obviously, the number of guilds will also increase significantly in the future. Row. 

 

“Where are you?” Lu Yang sent a message to Xiao Liang. 



 

“Boss, we are building equipment.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Master Han Zhong, you, Han Ying, Han Yu, Han Fei, and Mu Yu, a few of you stopped your 

work and waited an hour for me at the east gate of St. Gall.” 

 

“Boss, where are we going?” Xiao Liang asked. 

 

“Take you to a secret map.” Lu Yang said, coming to the teleporter of St. Gall, Lu Yang opened the 

teleportation map and found the small town of Chalus. 

 

The system prompts: 1 gold coin for the transfer fee, do you transfer? 

 

whether 

 

Lu Yang threw a gold coin into the conveyor. When he clicked Yes, the light flashed, and he appeared in 

the small town of Chalus. 

 

The small town of Sharus, an African landscape town, with its iconic earthy houses and facades, and the 

unique NPC with desert camels in white on the streets, make it look very exotic. 

 

Outside the small town of Sharus is the Sharus Desert, which is full of monsters of level 30, which are 

sandworm, sand wolf, sand scorpion, and desert steel beetle. 

 

What Lu Yang came to look for this time was the desert steel beetle. He stepped out of the small town 

of Sharus. Not long after, Lu Yang encountered one among a group of sand bugs. 

 

Desert Steel Beetle 

 

Level: 30 

 



Qi and blood: 2600/2600 

 

The steel beetle is a red beetle with a T-shaped long horn on the nose and steel spines on the back of 

the carapace, which looks fierce. 

 

In the last life, a private website launched a “Second World” monster catalogue, which detailed the five 

attributes of the game, including no strange blood, defense, magic steel, attack, and magic injury. 

 

Among them, the most noticeable is the level 30 desert steel beetle. The blood of this summoned beast 

is the least among all level 30 monsters. Conventionally, the level 30 blood of the level 30 monster is 

4,500, and the desert steel beetle There are only 2600 points. The reason is that the physical defense 

and magic defense of the steel beetle are about 500 points. 

 

If the steel beetle is upgraded to level 7, his double defense can reach 870 points, which is more 

powerful than the Eternal Sword Guard, and also transfers skills, which can be instantly transmitted to 

the owner’s side. It is the favorite summoner of the summoning player. . 

 

Lu Yang put on the ring of dreams and aimed at the steel beetle to use the light of dreams. After a while, 

the steel beetle’s head gave Lu Yang his name. 

 

The steel beetle belongs to the summoning beast of the pseudo-elite. If it is a later generation, this thing 

is not refreshed in a large amount, and a lot of potions will burst after killing. Therefore, many players 

come to kill the summoning beast and want to summon it. It is very difficult to get one. 

 

Fortunately, the player has not yet come to this map, and Lu Yang found five steel beetles after a half 

circle in the desert. 

 

After the summoning, Lu Yang brought the steel beetle to level 7 on the map, reaching the full level of 

the steel beetle, the blood limit increased to 4000 points, and the double defense increased to 870 

points. 

 

Looking at the time, exactly one hour, Lu Yang let the steel beetle stand by, took out the city roll and 

flew back to St. Gall’s Square. 

 



At the east gate, Xiao Liang, three sisters Han Ying and Mu Yu were waiting for him near the door. 

 

“Boss, you’re here.” Xiao Liang shouted. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Follow me, we will go into the mine.” 

 

To the northeast of St. Gall, there is an abandoned mine filled with level 8 zombies. 

 

These zombies are the favorite of ordinary players. After killing, they often drop skill books and a small 

amount of money, and may also drop some whiteboard equipment. 

 

“Lu Yang brother ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Are we going to mine?” Han Ying asked. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Of course not, you will know where you are.” 

 

The abandoned mine has a total of three floors. The map of each floor is large and complicated, but Lu 

Yang, like an old horse, took the team to a remote place on the third floor. 

 

Looking at the time, Lu Yang said, “Let’s start the team first and rest for 5 minutes.” 

 

“Brother Lu Yang, we have too little experience here to kill zombies, why do we fight here?” Han Fei 

asked inexplicably. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Do you know, there is a dead king here on the third floor.” 

 

“King of the dead?” Xiao Liang and Han Fei’s eyes lit up. 

 

“This is a good thing. It can explode skill books and equipment.” Han Yu said. 

 

“Is this the refresh point?” Han Ying asked. 



 

Lu Yang said, “Of course.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 196 - Corpse King Hall 

  

In the last life, three months after the game was launched, when all players were worried that there 

were no skill books of level 10 and 20, suddenly, the auction house sold a large number of skill books 

between 15 and 25 in various occupations, and even Sell level 30 skill books. 

 

Countless players have searched for this reason, but they still cannot find the clue, because the skill 

book is sold at the auction house, and there is no one who can sell it at all. 

 

This situation lasted for six months. Almost one-tenth of the entire skill book of St. Gall was provided by 

this player, for which the player made a fortune. 

 

This situation attracted the attention of a large number of studios in the server. After multiple searches, 

they finally found the player. Therefore, an extremely secret map was found. 

 

Corpse King Hall! 

 

In the abandoned mines, zombies were drilled from the ground every time they refreshed, and the pits 

they drilled were different in depth. 

 

This player accidentally discovered that when he was fighting on the third floor of the abandoned mine, 

during a refresh, a yellow zombie wearing a monk robe was drilled from the ground. 

 

The player tried to fight, the yellow zombie had more blood than the black zombie but was very limited, 

and he was soon killed. 



 

The yellow zombie dropped a piece of equipment. When he picked up the equipment, he accidentally 

fell into the hole where the yellow zombie drilled out. 

 

He thought the pit was as shallow as the other pits, but after falling, he went directly to another map. 

 

The map is not large, it is a square pit, and in the pit, there are actually black zombie kings with chains in 

their hands. 

 

The Corpse King not only drops skill books between level 15 and 25, but also has a certain chance to 

drop special skill books. This corpse king’s hall also has a feature that only one person per team is 

allowed to enter at a time. 

 

If you are not a player of this team, you will be teleported instantly even after entering the map. 

 

As a result, since the map was exposed, the coordinates of the three floors of the mine have become a 

battleground among the major guilds, refreshing a total of three times a day, and every time you refresh 

it, you will see the dead. 

 

In the last life, Lu Yang never dared to touch the corpse king’s palace, because the guilds competing 

were the top guilds in the service. 

 

However, this life is different. The only person who knows the coordinates now is Lu Yang. Starting 

today, Lu Yang decided to contract the corpse king’s palace within the next year, and no one was 

allowed to touch his finger. 

 

While Lu Yang was thinking, Xiao Liang and his three brothers Han Ying were chatting. On the ground 5 

yards in front of Lu Yang, a horrible white palm broke through the soil. Then, a zombie wearing a yellow 

monk robe came out of the soil. Inside out. 

 

“Yellow zombie?” Han Ying asked curiously. 

 



Lu Yang read a spell in his mouth, and the yellow zombie was killed by a blast, saying: “This pit is full of 

corpse kings. You are here to wait for my news. When I let you go, you jump.” 

 

“The corpse king ?!” 

 

Lu Yang didn’t answer and lifted his leg into the pothole. 

 

The light flashed, and Lu Yang appeared in a square room. 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

Countless roars came from all directions. Lu Yang looked around. He was teleported to the center of the 

corpse king’s palace. Countless corpse kings roared and rushed towards him. 

 

Corpse King (Elite) 

 

Level: Level 30 

 

Qi and blood: 90000/90000 

 

The corpse king closest to him was beside him, waving a fine steel chain in his hand, and smashing 

towards the landing sun. 

 

“flicker” 

 

With a flash of light, Lu Yang appeared in an open space 30 yards away, and the zombies attacking Lu 

Yang turned around and rushed towards him. 

 

Lu Yang was still full of zombies all around, and the escaped dagger was thrown out again in his hand, 

the blue light flashed, and Lu Yang fell on the northeast corner of the Corpse King’s Hall. 



 

Two corpse kings were near the corner and found that Lu Yang rushed over. 

 

“Summon Steel Beetle” 

 

Five level 7 steel beetles fixed on the desert by Lu Yang instantly appeared in front of Lu Yang, 

surrounded Lu Yang in the corner, and a corpse king could not hit him. 

 

The Corpse King’s attack power is more than 1,000. When hitting the Steel Beetle, each attack can only 

kill 130 points of blood, and the total amount of blood of the Steel Beetle is 4000 points. It is very easy 

to resist the Corpse King. 

 

“Wall of Fire” 

 

Lu Yang used the old method to spread the wall of fire on the ground. Within a short time, it turned into 

a sea of fire within 30 yards. At least 30 corpse kings were in flames. 

 

Normally, players want to kill the corpse king than ascend to the sky, the corpse king will charge, and the 

attack power is 1000 points higher. The mage encounters the corpse king in the wild alone, almost all of 

them must die. After the steel beetle, you can use the fire wall to burn mobs to burn the corpse king 

here. 

 

The corpse king’s blood loss is very fast, and he will receive more than 800 damages every second. After 

the fire sea, such as Lu Yang finishes, put on a healing ring and use the healing technique to continuously 

add blood to the steel beetle. 

 

With the magic value and magic damage behind him, the health of the 5 steel beetles quickly recovered. 

Taking advantage of the gap, Lu Yang heard the Blazing Storm and Blazing Bird in his mouth. 

 

Five minutes later, when the wall of fire was about to go out, the health of more than 30 corpse kings all 

returned to zero. 

 

System prompt: You killed the Corpse King 



 

You have gained 2633 experience 

 

… 

 

Countless prompts came, but Lu Yang didn’t care about the prompts at all, but looked at the golden skill 

book bursting in front of him. 

 

Dozens of 7 professional-level intermediate skill books, such as Arc Moon Cut, Scorching Wave, Earth 

Guardian, Red Flame Wave, Sealed Demon, and Meteor Arrow, fell to the ground. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Come in.” 

 

Xiao Liang and sister Han Ying were watching at the entrance of the cave. They heard Lu Yang’s words 

coming in. As soon as they landed, several people stared at the skill books on the ground. 

 

“Oh my **** ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ so many skill books are all intermediate.” Xiao Liang said in 

surprise. 

 

“I actually have a counter-blade. My counter-blade, I finally saw you.” Han Fei clutched a skill book in his 

arms. 

 

“Lu Yang, are these all for us?” Han Ying asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Of course, pick them up and hide behind my steel beetle. I will take you here 

every day to play skill books.” 

 

“Okay.” Xiao Liang nodded with his sister Han Ying and picked up more than 50 skill books on the ground 

and ran behind the steel beetle. 

 



The steel beetle is half a meter high, and the body is as wide as three people standing side by side. The 

five steel beetle leans on the corner to form a large encirclement. Five of them and Lu Yang are fully 

accommodated together. 

 

“You’re waiting for me here, I’ll attract the corpse king.” Lu Yang said. 

 

There are more than 100 dead kings refreshed in the dead king’s hall with a length of 60 yards. Lu Yang 

led the remaining dead kings, then jumped back to the encirclement of the steel beetle, and continued 

to use the fire wall to burn the dead king. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 197 - Hellfire 

  

Half an hour later, the corpse king in the corpse king palace was burned to death by Lu Yang, and there 

were more than 150 skill books published. 

 

“Boss, we have all of our skill books.” Xiao Liang said excitedly. 

 

“With these skills, we are fully capable of going out to PK with people.” Han Fei waved the dagger in his 

hand, and the ice-blue light flashed from the dagger from time to time. This is the special effect of 

counter-blade. 

 

In the case of high rogue damage, this trick can kill more than 10 people in a second, which is the most 

advanced skill in the current stage. 

 

Lu Yang also hit his 30 level skills, Shockwave, Mana Agate and Magic Steal. 

 



“The rest of the skill books are kept. I find it useful. A few of you don’t go back to make money for the 

time being. Follow me here to upgrade. The skill books you get now are not complete, and there are 

many you haven’t seen.” Said. 

 

The skills in the game are not only professional skills, but also a lot of special magic. Take the magician as 

an example, there are dragon magic and templar magic. 

 

The way to get it is either to hide the profession by nature, or to study these books in the corpse king 

hall. 

 

The power of each of these magic skills is very powerful. Once possessed, they often have the ability to 

change the situation on the battlefield. 

 

Xiao Liang heard Lu Yang’s explanation and asked curiously, “What special skills does the soldier have?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “There are two types of special skills for warriors. One is called Iron Wall to reduce 80% 

damage in exchange for 60% physical and magic damage reduction. The other is Enrage, which reduces 

defense and magic by 50%. Resistance, increasing physical damage by 50%. “ 

 

Xiao Liang said, “Boss, I want to learn from Tiebi.” 

 

“Do you really want to learn?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Xiao Liang scratched his head and said, “My talents are not as good as Han Fei them, or as muddy wine 

them. If you beat me, then I will defend.” 

 

Xiao Liang also said something like this in the last life. Lu Yang slapped Xiao Liang’s shoulder and said, 

“Brother, if you hit an iron wall, I will let you learn, but I assure you that your achievement will reach the 

muddy wine. Their degree. “ 

 

With the Raiders in memory, Lu Yang must make Xiao Liang famous in this life. 

 



For the next 3 days, Lu Yang always took Xiao Liang with them to fight monsters in the corpse king’s 

palace. The iron wall skills were successfully beaten out. After Xiao Liang’s study, the defense strength 

improved greatly, but the attack power was low Poor. 

 

“This attack power is too low,” Han Fei said. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “You try to play against Xiao Liang, you see if you can win or not.” 

 

Han Fei looked at Xiao Liang, who had a higher defensive power than his attacking power, scratched his 

head and said, “I can’t beat it.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed, and everyone laughed. 

 

Xiao Liang said, “I can help the boss. It doesn’t matter if I have an attack.” 

 

“Enough enough,” Lu Yang said, leaning over Xiao Liang’s shoulder. 

 

suddenly. 

 

Jiang Ze sent a message saying, “Boss, the bloodthirsty league’s attacks are getting more and more 

fierce, and the casual players we upgraded outside have already killed or injured more than 3,000 

people.” 

 

Jianghuai said: “There are too many people clamoring for revenge in the guild, even clamoring that you 

have to get ahead, or you will quit the guild.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and said, “The names of these people have been written down to me, and they must 

have been spies from the gangs.” 

 

Jiang Ze said: “I have already remembered it, and I think so.” 

 



Lu Yang said: “You organized the gang to pick out 1,000 players. First, find the one with the most kills, 

the second with the highest guild points, and the third with good skills.” 

 

“You want to take them out to upgrade?” Tu Feng asked. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “You will also go for this upgrade. I have a special upgrade location. Now I will 

see the equipment on their side.” 

 

Zhuoju poured out a message and said, “Boss, at the latest the next morning, all of our equipment will 

be available. All of them are level 20 silver equipment, and these people have successfully reached level 

20.” 

 

“Okay, then it will be noon the day after tomorrow, and these two days will also give Jiang Ze their 

selection time.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“No problem,” Jiang Ze said. 

 

There was a pride in Lu Yang’s heart. As long as he had more than 200 elite equipment such as Zhuoji 

and others, he redistributed the skill books obtained in the past few days. There were more than 200 of 

them with grades, equipment, skills, and skill The elite will become a surprise soldier in Lu Yang. 

Whether it is fighting on the battlefield or leading the team to upgrade, they will play a great role. 

 

Shut down the interphone, Lu Yang continued to kill the corpse king, 50 corpse kings walked in the 

flames, and soon all died. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Find out if there is a skill book called Hellfire.” 

 

For more than 3 consecutive days, the special skills of the thieves, hunters, and warriors have been 

obtained, but the special skills of the warlocks have never been obtained. If this skill book is hit, even if 

Lu Yang is gone, Han Ying can take it The team fights here. 

 

Xiao Liang, Han Fei, and others went out to look for them. When they were almost finished, Xiao Liang 

shouted, “Boss, I have found the hellfire.” 



 

Lu Yang’s eyes lit up and he said, “Show me soon.” 

 

“Hellfire” 

 

Type: Summoning 

 

Effect: Summons a Hellfire from another plane to fight for the player. All players within 30 yards of the 

ground are stunned for 2 seconds. 

 

Learning Requirements: 300 Intelligence 

 

“Brother, is it a mage’s special skill?” Han Fei asked. 

 

Lu Yang handed the skill book to Han Ying and said, “It’s a warlock’s.” 

 

“Mine?” Han Ying took the skill book curiously and said in surprise: “500 intelligence points.” 

 

Han Ying’s total intelligence has just exceeded 150 points. 

 

Lu Yang replaced the full set of demon heart and magic fire staff and handed it to Han Ying: “This way 

you can learn.” 

 

“Um.” Han Ying had just 500 points of intelligence after wearing the equipment and chose to learn skills. 

 

The golden hellfire skill book issued a dazzling light and disappeared into Han Ying’s hands. At the same 

time, a green stone man with a wicked flame appeared in Han Ying’s skill bar. 

 

Lu Yang said, “You use it to see.” 

 



“Brother, this hellfire won’t be seconds.” Han Ying said. 

 

“You try to know ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Lu Yang said with a smile. 

 

“Okay.” There are also the last 20 Corpse Kings on the screen. Han Ying read the spell. After 10 seconds, 

a green space wormhole appeared on the roof of the Corpse King’s shed. 

 

The sound of a breaking wind sounded, and a green giant stone dragged a long fire tail out of the 

wormhole, and hit him heavily among the 20 dead kings. 

 

“Boom”, the green giant stone stunned 20 corpse kings while the giant stone stretched out, and in the 

blink of an eye, a giant stone man standing 5 yards full of flames stood on the ground. 

 

Hellfire 

 

Qi and blood: 8000/8000 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

Hellfire roared and smashed the corpse king with a punch, killing 102 corpses of blood. At the same 

time, the green flame from the stone man burned 302 corpses of blood. 

 

In turn, after the Corpse King resumed operations, a chain hit the stone man, killing 300 points of blood. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 198 - Spore village 

  



“This hellfire is very strong.” Han Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang said while adding blood to Hellfire, “This thing has a natural defense force of more than 600. 

After rising to level 7, the defense force is 960 points, which is not ordinary.” 

 

Normally, warlocks need to have a minimum level of 40 to summon Hellfire. 500 points of intelligence 

require only a lot of people to buy skill books, but Han Ying is different. In Lu Yang’s demon heart and 

the help of an equipment Next, you can summon Hellfire at level 20. 

 

This kind of hellfire is completely a nemesis of low-level occupations. Warrior and mage occupations can 

hardly even break defenses. 

 

Han Fei scratched his head and said, “Brother, the warlock’s move is too strong. I feel like I will be killed 

by my sister’s hellfire with a fist.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Isn’t your counter-blade also able to kill your sister in seconds?” 

 

The game enters the period of college magic and special magic, and the improvement gained is not a 

little bit. 

 

Especially special magic, whoever can learn special magic is a well-equipped and powerful master. 

 

Lu Yang was also worried that hellfire could not be brushed out. Now he has hit the skill book. As long as 

hellfire is upgraded to level 7, hellfire can be replaced by him. Although the speed is slower, it can be 

killed. boost speed. 

 

Lu Yang said to Xiao Liang: “I promised you to come up with a black blood suit, and you gave me the 

snake venom beads and the black blood knife.” 

 

Black Blood Sword, Black Blood Bead, and Black Blood Armor are a set of equipment. The effect is to 

release a highly toxic spray. The maximum area can cover 50 yards. Enemies within range take 30 points 

of damage per second. The effect is very powerful. 

 



Of these three types of equipment, the black blood knife is the easiest to obtain, and can be directly 

blasted out on the monster. The more difficult to obtain are the black blood beads and the black blood 

armor. 

 

Black blood beads are upgraded with snake venom beads. After being upgraded to level 10, snake 

venom beads automatically evolve into black blood beads. 

 

The Black Blood Armor was obtained through the Viper Skin Armor dropped by the three snake kings in 

the Level 8 Viper Gorge copy. When Lu Yang killed 200 Black Blood men, he obtained a Viper Leather 

Armor and kept it there. Body. 

 

After receiving two pieces of equipment from Xiao Liang, Lu Yang flickered back to the Demon Temple, 

came to the altar, picked up the dice of fate and tossed it to the ground. 

 

6, 6, 6 

 

System prompt: increase your lucky value by 10 points 

 

Lu Yang put the snake venom beads on the altar, and then put the black iron ore that has been stored 

next to the altar. Lu Yang upgraded the snake venom beads. 

 

Each level, the color of the snake venom becomes increasingly dark green. By the tenth level, the snake 

venom becomes pure black. 

 

System prompt: You got black blood 

 

Lu Yang took out the Viper Leather Armor to upgrade, and after level 10, he became Black Blood Armor. 

 

Back at the Corpse King’s Hall, Lu Yang handed over three pieces of equipment to Xiao Liang and said, 

“Try it out.” 

 



Three dark pieces of equipment seemed to make people feel highly toxic, Xiao Liang wore three pieces 

of equipment. 

 

System prompt: You have collected the black blood suit, triggering the black blood special effect 

 

There is an extra skill called Black Blood Mist in Xiao Liang’s skill bar. 

 

Black Blood Mist 

 

Type: Toxin 

 

Cooling time: 30 minutes 

 

Effect: Poison attack on all enemies within 50 yards, drop blood 30 points per second for 30 minutes. 

 

Xiao Liang’s eyes brightened and he said, “Boss, this equipment is very strong.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “With your iron wall skills, you can be invincible by relying only on toxins. In addition, 

haven’t you hit a snake venom sac before, allowing the black blood to devour him, the next 50 times 

Poison attacks can increase damage by 10 points. “ 

 

“Um.” Xiao Liang nodded excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang thought with a smile that the boss of the last game that used this method to dominate the game 

was Yong * ‘s boss, the black blood. Now, Lu Yang wants to copy it to Xiao Liang intact. 

 

The corpse’s health is 90,000 points. A full-screen toxin attack can be completely poisoned in 40 

minutes, plus a level 7 hellfire’s more than 300 fire damage per second. It takes less than an hour. Xiao 

Lianghe Han Ying, they can kill the corpse king on this map. 

 



For the next two days, Lu Yang had been typing skill books in the Palace of the Corpse King. To the 

surprise of Lu Yang, it might be a relationship of good luck, and he made 3 summoning hellfires. 

 

Lu Yang sent a message to Lu Zhaoyu and Lin Feng, saying: “You two stopped the forging work in your 

hand to abandon the third floor of the mine, coordinates 478.974.” 

 

“Okay.” The two of them dropped their work and quickly came to the mine. At this time, the level was 

still level 1. Fortunately, there were too many players in the game. There were people everywhere. 

Killed in 1 minute. 

 

At the coordinate position, Lu Zhaoyu said in a message: “Boss, we are here.” 

 

“Did you see the hole in the corner and jump down?” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Okay.” Lu Zhaoyu and Lin Feng walked into the cave, the picture flashed, and they entered the corpse 

king’s palace. 

 

“Boss,” the two said to Lu Yang, who was standing in front of them. 

 

“Where is this, boss?” Lin Feng looked around curiously. 

 

“The Palace of Corpse Kings.” Lu Yang took out two copies of the summoning hellfire from his backpack 

and put them in front of the two, saying, “Other things are told by Xiao Liang and Han Ying. They should 

get the skill book first.” 

 

“Summon Hellfire!” Lu Zhaoyu said in surprise. 

 

“Boss, what kind of skill book is this?” Lin Feng asked. 

 

Lu Yang pointed at the 5-yard-high green hellfire beside Han Ying and said, “It’s him.” 

 



Lu Zhaoyu and Lin Feng watched for a while, and the two of them asked excitedly: “Is this a warlock’s 

skill?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Your two boys have good luck and have produced two more books. In the future, you will 

temporarily stop building equipment and stay here every day to fight with hellfire equipment.” 

 

“Great.” Lin Feng said excitedly. 

 

In order to allow the two to quickly upgrade, when the Corpse King refreshed again, Lu Yang and the 

two teamed up alone ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ After killing 100 Corpse Kings quickly, the two level 1 and 

level 29 to fight monsters , The fight is still elite, the level has all reached 15 levels. 

 

Lu Yang replaced the demon heart and the magic fire staff to the two, and the intelligence of the two 

reached 500. They also learned to summon Hellfire. 

 

At noon. 

 

Zhuojiu poured a message to Lu Yang and said, “Boss, the mission has been successfully completed. All 

61 of our team are on standby.” 

 

Xia Yuwei sent a message: “The mission was successfully completed. All 61 of us are assembled and on 

standby.” 

 

I sent a message for half a lifetime: “Boss, we have assembled all 61 people, and each of them has a half-

silver suit.” 

 

The White Lion sent a message: “Boss, our 61 people are fully equipped and ready to fight.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Very well, all members don’t have to go back to the city, they will immediately gather in 

the spore village on level 20 map. I will send the course of action to your dialogue box. After half an 

hour, we will gather in the spore village. 

 



“Yes.” Zhuo Jiu Qing replied with Xia Yuwei and others. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 199 - Goblin follow-up mission 

  

Closing the dialog box, Lu Yang said to Xiao Liang, Han Ying, and others: “I’m leaving. I’ll leave it to you in 

the future. Remember, at least one of your three warlocks will stay here every time you go offline.” 

 

With the increase of the number of players, a place such as the Dead King Palace will be discovered by 

the players sooner or later. Once it is discovered by others, it will inevitably become the battleground of 

all guilds as in the previous life. 

 

“Boss, don’t worry, I will arrange everything.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Luyang patted Xiao Liang’s shoulder and said, “I believe in you.” 

 

I took out the back to the city roll, Lu Yang flew back to the city of St. Gall, and found Bissell in the south 

market. 

 

“Oh, my brother, you haven’t come to see me for a long time,” Bissell said warmly. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “I’ve been a bit busy these days.” 

 

“Oh, you’re at level 30.” Bissell looked at Lu Yang’s level in surprise and said, “Can you go to the night 

goblin goblin camp if you like, my father encountered some difficulties, I I want to ask you to help him. “ 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Of course you can.” 



 

Mission Tips: Find Bissell’s father. 

 

This is a follow-up mission of Bissell. Lu Yang has seen it in the previous life. It requires the player’s level 

to reach level 30 to trigger. With this task, Lu Yang can take his men to upgrade. 

 

Leaving from the goblin camp, Lu Yang used the teleportation array to fly to the night town. As in the 

previous life, the map of the swamp zone still does not invite players to see. There are 20,000 or 30,000 

players who can enter the level 20 map in Saint Gall and are willing to come here. There were few 

upgrades. 

 

In the commercial district on the east side of Yese Town, Lu Yang found the Storm Investment Company 

and walked into the gate. Lu Yang saw the frowning Carus in the center of the camp. 

 

“Dear Mr. Carus, I am a friend of your son Bissell. He heard that you have encountered difficulties and 

asked me to help you.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Seeing Lu Yang’s grateful smile, Carus said, “Dear friend, Bissell has told me about you in the letter and 

thank you for saving my son.” 

 

“You’re welcome, what difficulties have you encountered and what can I do for you.” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Carus showed an angry expression, saying, “The Moon-fall Mountain Range to the east of Yere Town is 

where my Storm Investment Company bought the ore, but when we dug up the mountain, we found a 

demon palace inside. My 30 Many of my men were eaten by demons. I want to ask you to help me 

destroy the demons in the palace. “ 

 

Mission Tip: Kill the Demon, Do You Accept 

 

没 “No problem, I will kill all the demons for you, please wait for my good news.” Lu Yang said. 

 

System Tip: You have opened the reputation of Storm Investment 



 

Your reputation as friendly at Storm Investment 

 

Carus said, “My dear friend, if you want to go there, please bring more helpers, there are a lot of 

demons there.” 

 

“Okay, thanks for reminding me,” Lu Yang said. 

 

The reason why this mission lasted for the last time impressed Lu Yang is that the monsters in this 

demon palace are not ordinary. 

 

At the time, the copy task was started by the blue blood sky, and the chairman led 39 elites into it, and 

was surrounded by countless demons in the hall. 

 

At that time, the level of the boss of the blue blood sky was level 30, and the 39 members who followed 

him were all level 30. Such a team could be surrounded in a map, showing how many strange things 

were inside. 

 

Later, during the interview with the Bloody Sky, they recalled that their guild had entered the statistics. 

There were more than 100,000 monsters in the entire hall. At that time, 40 people went in. After killing 

more than 2,000, the medicine was exhausted and Perish. 

 

Such a map is just right for Lu Yang and his guild, and it is not at risk of being discovered. 

 

Even if others know that Lu Yang has upgraded on this map and has not taken on the previous Goblin 

missions, he cannot enter the palace unless he can enter the team formed by Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang sent a message to Jiang Ze and said, “Are you ready for 1,000 people?” 

 

Jiang Ze said: “It has been assembled in the swamps outside Yese Town, and it is ready to go.” 

 



批 This group of players was carefully selected by Jiang Ze these past few days. The group with the 

highest guild points and the hatred with the Bloodlust Alliance has an average level of 12. 

 

“Very good, stand by, wait for my news.” Lu Yang closed the speaker and ran to Spore Village. 

 

On the other side, the bosses of the major guilds, such as Bloodthirsty Bully and Xiongba, have received 

reports from spies. 

 

“Lu Yang took 1000 Brother League members to Yerezhen?” Bloodthirsty Batian frowned. 

 

“Every night outside the town is a swampland. Players will undoubtedly die if they fall into it, what 

they do there.” Ye Guxing said. 

 

Yuba Xueba Wang said, “Will you also buy a fast-upgrading map like us?” 

 

Ye Ye Gu Xing said: “It is very likely, boss, if we send someone to kill them ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ I can 

gather 5,000 people at any time.” 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian said: “Our spies failed to enter the management and were not selected for the 

upgrade team this time. Their movements cannot be determined for the time being. However, you must 

summon people first. Once found, immediately launch a thunder strike. . “ 

 

The propaganda video of Xun has kept the Bloodthirsty Batian in a period of anger, but anyone who has 

a chance to defeat Lu Yang will not miss this opportunity. 

 

In the spore village. 

 

The signing players such as Muzhuo Liquor, Xia Yuwei, Baixi Sanxiong, Lan Yu and half-life love are taking 

224 men to rest in the village. 

 

“This place is amazing. I don’t think there is such a supply village in the vast swampland.” Zhuo Jiu Qing 

said. 



 

Xu Xia Yuwei nodded and said, “Lu Yang probably spent a lot of money to buy a map to enter this place. 

If there is no map, there is absolutely no way in.” 

 

“Boss is here.” Sun Yu looked up and found that Lu Yang ran over in the distance. 

 

Xizhuo Liquor and other people stood up immediately after confirming and ran to the door to greet. 

 

“Boss.” A group of people said together after joining Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Luyang watched the drunken wine dump, Xia Yuwei, and half-loving half-life who hadn’t been seen 

for a week. Everyone was wearing level 20 equipment and said, “Yes, they have improved a lot.” 

 

“Boss, the strategy you gave is too perfect. We used the strategy to play epic copies without any 

difficulty.” Sun Yu said. 

 

Luyang laughed. The strategy is one aspect. The ability of this group of people still occupies most of 

them. Take out the storage bags from the backpack, a total of 4, muddy wine, Xia Yuwei, White Lion, 

bitter love half a person. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 200 - Special Skills 

  

“Boss, where did you get it?” Mao Qiu asked in surprise. 

 

“I naturally have my way.” Lu Yang took out two weak body arrow skill books from his arms and handed 

them to Mao Qiu and Sun Yu. “This is a special skill, you two have learned.” 

 



“Weak body arrow? Can weaken the player’s strength by 30%!” Mao Qiu immediately learned it. 

 

Sun Yu also clicked to learn and said happily, “Boss, this skill is too great.” 

 

Weak body arrows are weakened as a whole, including movement speed, attack, defense, blood, and all 

data reduced by 30%. 

 

“Boss, are there any soldiers?” Bai Lang asked with interest. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and took out 5 flames, said: “This is the strongest single attack skill of the soldier, it is 

yours.” 

 

White wolf, white tiger, bitter half-life, Zhang Zibo, Xia Yuwei all came forward to collect. 

 

“The next attack will increase the attack power by 200%.” Zhang Zibo said excitedly, “This skill is used by 

everyone.” 

 

“I now have 350 points of attack power, if a knife can deal 700 damage, cloth armor and leather armor 

classes will die with a single knife,” said White Wolf. 

 

Lu Luyang said: “More than that, if you cooperate with the charge to launch the flame chop, the effect 

will be superimposed, and the maximum damage will be 3.2 times.” 

 

“I’m invincible.” White wolf said excitedly. 

 

Lu Lu laughed, took out a copy of Hellfire from his backpack, and said to anyone who insulted me 

forever, “Come here.” 

 

“What’s the matter, boss.” 猖 Kang is “playing soy sauce” and was yelled by Lu Yang. 

 



“You are the only warlock among us, this skill book has given you, I hope you can live up to your 

name.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Ah?” Who took the skill book for a while and looked at the name, saying, “Calling Hellfire requires 500 

intelligence. Boss, I don’t have enough intelligence.” 

 

Han Hanliu said, “With my equipment, the gems on my body can add up to 500 intelligence.” 

 

Han Hanliu is a local tyrant. Each of the 17 pieces of silver equipment in the body is marked with 3 

intellectual gems. The pure intelligence competes. Han Liuli has more intelligence than Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang took out his magic fire staff and gave it to 猖 Kang, and said, “plus this should be enough.” 

 

“Oh.” Who indulged in my own life level 20, replaced Han Liu’s equipment and magic fire staff to make 

up 500 intelligence, click to learn, summon Hellfire into his skill bar. 

 

“What skills, let’s take a look.” Twilight Harvester curiously said. 

 

Whoever indulged in my life, looked at the skills madly, looked at the crowd, and said, “I try.” 

 

A spell in his mouth read, and a turquoise space wormhole with a diameter of 30 yards suddenly opened 

in the sky of Spore Village. 

 

“What’s that?” The 224 elites in Spore Village looked up in surprise. 

 

Suddenly, the space wormhole trembled. Immediately, a large-diameter green rock emerged from the 

wormhole and smashed across the sky with a green fire tail and fell outside the Spore Village. 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 



所有人 In the stunned eyes of everyone, the stone that hit the ground turned into a 5-yard-high giant 

stone man with green flames-Hellfire. 

 

“I rub it.” White Wolf couldn’t help but scolded him and asked, “What kind of character is this stone 

man.” 

 

Who opened the Summoning Beast Attributes and looked at it madly, and said dumbly: “Evil attack 

power 102, defense power 640, with 302 fire damage per second, blood 8000.” 

 

Lu Luyang said: “Evil attack power ignores physical defense, as much attack power is how much 

damage.” 

 

“The current strange defensive power can’t break the defense at all. If there is a copy of this thing, the 

boss in the 20th epic will not necessarily kill him.” Mao Qiu said. 

 

“Why is this sorcerer’s special skills so strong.” Said bitterly for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang said: “No way, they all say that the master is the second-world son, in fact the warlock is the 

hellfire is so powerful, but fortunately, the explosion rate of this book is too low. It ’s all at level 50, and 

90% of warlocks do n’t have the book. “ 

 

Everyone sighed. 

 

Whoever looked at Lu Yang frantically for the rest of my life, trying to say a thousand words but couldn’t 

say a word, ended up saying only one sentence. 

 

“Thank you.” 

 

Lu Luyang patted his shoulder and said, “It’s all brothers, don’t be polite.” 

 



Some people can buy loyalty with money, but he is not worth that money. Some people ca n’t buy 

loyalty with money. They can only treat him with affection. Whoever insults me forever belongs to the 

latter. 

 

Everyone expressed congratulations to him, and who was so excited about me in his lifetime. With this 

hellfire, he established his position as a top master in this game. 

 

Lu Luyang said to Lan Yu: “Little girl, come here.” 

 

“Brother, do I have it?” Lan Yu said in surprise. 

 

“Of course.” Lu Yang took out a spellbook of cursed spirit killing from his backpack and said: “This is the 

most powerful attacking skill of the priest at the current level. It can control the target while it is 

incapable of action and destroy the target. Qi and blood equivalent to your spell damage. “ 

 

Spell-bound killing, attack range: 6 yards in diameter ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Also with earthly 

protection and sacred wave, one is to improve the physical defense of the Holy System, and the other is 

to increase the physical attack of the Holy System Yes, they are very powerful group bonus skills. “ 

 

Divine Soul Guardian provides players with an additional 30 points of + magic damage / 10 defense, and 

with the current more than 200 magic damage of the blue feather, it can provide players with 50 

defense. 

 

“Thank you brother.” Lan Yu said. 

 

Yan Yeyue listened to the wind and the dumb handsome guy said with a depressed face, “Boss, how 

about us, don’t bring such a heavy and light friend.” 

 

Everyone laughed, and Lan Yu’s face turned red. 

 

Lu Luyang took out two copies of the same skill book and said, “Do n’t talk nonsense, you are 

indispensable.” 

 



“Boss, you know you won’t forget my friends.” The dumb handsome guy and Yeyue listened to the 

wind and immediately sold cute. 

 

Lu Luyang was so amused by these two people that he took out two counter blades from his backpack 

and said, “The twilight reaper, the wild knife, this is yours.” 

 

“The divine anger, the seal of omnipotence, and the weakening of magic. This is the Paladin, the 

muddy wine pouring and the white lion, to you both.” Lu Yang continued. 

 

The twenty-four people stepped forward to receive the skill book, and after their respective study 

experiments, they all showed an amazing look. The 224 elite players behind them were envious, 

especially the warlock profession. 

 

“The boss,” said Zhuzhuo, “boss, with these special skills and routines, our strength has been greatly 

improved.” 

 

Lu Luyang said, “The whole team.” 

 

“Yes.” Zhuo Jiu Qing and Xia Yuwei and others immediately replied, sorting out their teams, and within 

a short time 224 people divided into four groups and came to Lu Yang neatly. 

 


